WIRELESS BOX

This new system allows you to control one or several Wireless Boxes via a laptop in order to repair multi zone in same time.

Through this wireless system the operator can control the cure within a reasonable distance without to be close to the repair area.

They can operate in master/slave until 9 zones synchronized with several different heating sources, for repairing very large areas.

This equipment is “Easy to use” as it is providing the same software as our current Hot Bonder AHB380V3 which is qualified by major aircraft manufacturers. already using our software present in our Hot Bonder AHB380V3 qualified by the global aircraft manufacturers.

IDEAL FOR

✓ Universal Repairs
✓ Large size and tricky zones

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES

✓ Wireless
✓ Control up to 9 cures
✓ 16 Amp/zone
✓ Flexibility
✓ Security workstation
✓ Easy Mode
✓ Data Acquisition
✓ Unlimited programs
✓ 2 types of report
✓ Vacuum sensor

MAIN FEATURES

✓ Up to 6 mini thermocouples
✓ Weight : 3Kg

OPTIONS

✓ Calibration software
✓ 2 Laptops
✓ Venturi system